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Intro:  Bm 
 
      Bm                      G 
I made a little life among the ticky-tack shacks, down in capital city by the clicky-clack tracks, 
                 Bm     A 
People coming and going, never stopping or slowing, or showing that they're knowing what for. 
           Bm                 G 
Every day would slip away and I was saying okay, livin driven at the grindstone, just awaiting pay day. 
          Bm                G                     A               Bm                   G     Bm   A 
But something inside that I knew wouldn't lie told me, listen, keep envisioning more. 
 
 
Chorus: 
 G             A      Bm  G 
There's a big life calling, calling like the sea. 
    D   A     Bm   G 
A big life calling, so much more to set free. 
Bm                 G 
Bigger than all that comes to stress, bigger than what grows to regress, 
Bm    F#m         G         Bm     A 
Bigger than what's inside your door, so why are you sitting here on the floor (when-) 
 G             A     Bm   G 
There's a big life calling, calling like the sea. 
    D   A      Bm   G (8b) 
A big life calling, so much more to set free. 
 
        Bm           G 
So I packed up all my bags and I left the next month, had my eyes wide open, I was on the hunt. 
  Bm                   A 
Looking anywhere, everywhere, wherever I saw vision, there was something I was still searching for. 
   Bm                  G 
Mountains weren't tall enough and oceans weren't deep as the dreams I was after that were robbing my sleep 
          Bm                G                   A             Bm                   G     Bm   A 
But something deep down that was still around said, listen, keep envisioning more. 
 
(Chorus - last two lines only) 
 
             Bm                    G 
Outer space was too big, so I began looking in; there's an infinite world in the places you've been. 
             Bm        A 
It was time to ask Why, then Why again, and keep asking what it means to be free. 
     Bm              G          Bm  A 
When you leave it all you have nothing left; that's the dark, lonely answer I would finally get. 
            Bm              G               A               Bm       G    Bm   A 
And something so dim said, if I'm needing them, then maybe they also need me. 
 
 G            A     Bm  G 
There's a big life calling, calling to just serve. 
    D   A     Bm   G 
A big life calling, so much more to just learn. 
Bm       G 
Bigger than what exists in me, wider than meadows and taller than trees, 
Bm    F#m     G    Bm     A/C# 
Bigger than what's beyond the stars; together it's there to be all ours --- 
 
Chorus in A: 
     D      E      F#m          D 
--------- it's  calling, calling like the sea. 
   A           E     F#m                D 
There's a big life calling, so much more to set free. 
 
Instrumental:  F#m  │ D    │ F#m    │ C#m  D  F#m  E 
 
      D         E      F#m  D 
There's a big life calling, calling like the sea. 
    A  E     F#m   D A 
A big life calling, so much more to set free.    


